Powerfully fast and effective claims estimation

Setting the standard for an entire industry

Xactimate’s powerful estimating software has revolutionized structural property claims. From cloud-synced data
and flexible platforms to simple software installs, and integrated property data options, Xactimate is the simplest,
fastest, and most effective suite of estimation tools ever. And it’s only getting better.

A complete estimating solution

For estimates large or small, simple or complex, Xactimate is the fastest and most comprehensive way to calculate repair costs.

With Xactimate, estimating a project is as simple as:
• Gathering loss information
• Sketching a diagram of the structure
• Selecting the related project costs
• Reviewing and verifying the accuracy of the estimate

Three platforms for ultimate flexibility

Xactimate desktop, Xactimate mobile, or Xactimate online: Enjoy the flexibility to work where, when, and how
you want. Choose any or all Xactimate platforms to fit how you prefer to work and maximize your productivity.

Mobile – Complete more
of your claims onsite and
on-the-go with the Xactimate
mobile app for iOS and
Android. Automatically sync
data using WIFI or cellular*
connections, or work
disconnected and sync
once you regain service.
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Online – Access and update
claims quickly wherever you
have an internet connection.

Desktop – Complete claims
from start to finish. Connect to
the cloud to send and receive
assignments or work offline in
the field.

Complete more tasks, more quickly:

• Use Macros to quickly add line items to a room with just a few keystrokes
• Easily add line items with a visual reference search
• Take and attach photos and documentation to the claim estimate
• Easily estimate electrical, HVAC, plumbing, insulation, and framing
• Estimate in English, Spanish, German, Dutch, or French, then print reports in
the language preferred by your customers
• Verify your work with an inspection audit of the estimate
• Organize, manage, share, and store your projects.
• Automate and streamline your estimating processes.
• Get help when you need it from built-in real-time-training helps
• Online product support available 24/7

Keep your head in the Cloud

All of your estimate and assignment information is stored on the Xactware Cloud so you can flexibly capture a
loss on your mobile device, continue working at home or at the hotel with Xactimate desktop, and then share it
with coworkers back at the office who log into Xactimate online.

Data storage you can depend on

Xactimate automatically saves, syncs, and stores your files to the Xactware Cloud—even in the middle of a job.
All data is routinely backed to secure off-site servers for extra protection.

Stay on the same page

Your entire claims team can access and update claim information, which is synced to every other team member.
Because your estimates sync to the Xactware Cloud, you can easily move between platforms.

A single Xactware ID

To make things even simpler, all you need is a single Xactware ID to log in and get to work—with no keycodes
to keep track.
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The most widely used pricing research

Providing the most ubiquitous pricing data in the industry, Xactware prices are based on extensive local
research more than 470 geographical regions in the United States and Canada. Xactware cost research
includes more than 15,000 surveys each month of labor, material, and equipment suppliers and analysis
of more than 107 million data points each year from estimates used to settle property repair claims.

With Xactware cost research, you will:
• Receive monthly cost updates for the neighborhoods where you have claims.
• Automatically receive the appropriate cost research with your assignments based on the postal
code of the loss.
• Quickly and easily find the items you need using Xactimate’s advanced search features.
• Download as many pricing databases as you need from any Xactimate platform.
• Get key insights on the costs being charged by repair professionals in the areas where you are 			
estimating claims.
• Participate in cost research by offering feedback, answering surveys, and completing estimates that
will be included in Xactware’s analysis.
• Drill down to see the full detail behind how unit costs are compiled including productivity, wage rates, 		
material components, waste, taxes, and much more. This allows you to negotiate and/or make 			
adjustments to published prices to fit the needs of both your company and specific job conditions.
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XactAnalysis®
XactAnalysis is the first, largest, and only full-cycle claims analytical and reporting tool available in the property
insurance industry. As claims flow from Xactimate through its network, XactAnalysis constantly monitors the data
to help claims professionals catch errors, report on progress, and benchmark performance.

Fully integrated with Xactimate
XactAnalysis allows you to send and receive valuation and estimate assignments to staff, independent
adjusters, or contractors who use Xactimate. The network automates the process, reports on progress, and
speeds communication and customer service.
You can also use XactAnalysis to transfer projects, macros, price lists, templates, contacts and other information
between Xactimate users.
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Geomni™ Property
A complete sketch ready to go in your Xactimate estimate—plus a lot more.

Includes:
• Ready-to-use, complete 3D roof and exterior sketches for Xactimate with all dimensions and slope(s)
• A complete set of aerial images with the high quality and detail that is only available from Geomni
• Assisted estimating suggests items from replacement based on Geomni data and insight gathered from
similar estimate types, drastically speeding up the estimation process
• Detailed data that includes all roof slopes and dimensions; all exterior walls and dimensions with the 		
exact placement of windows and doors; plus up to 38 additional data points, such as outbuildings, 		
flatwork, patios, awnings, structural features, material analysis, and much more
• A roof-only option that provides a 3D roof sketch and data needed to estimate shingles, underlay, rain 		
gutters, and much more
• Access to Xactimate reports with hundreds of variations to choose from to meet customers’ needs. If 		
you modify the sketch you receive from Geomni Property, your new reports will automatically show
the updates
• Accuracy guarantee
• Satisfaction guarantee
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Benchmark® for Xactimate
Quickly verify weather-related claims with precise storm data.

Verify date of loss and more with:
• Detailed hurricane, hail, wind, and lightning reports updated daily
• Localized, address-specific reports that make it easy to associate possible storm damage to the 			
condition observed at the property
• Access to storm data over the last 90 days surrounding a claim’s listed date to help easily verify DOL, 		
coverage dates, and filing limits
• 24/7 availability
• Direct access within Xactimate
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RestorationManager.NET ™ Job Management
Integrated closely with Xactimate and XactAnalysis, RestorationManager.NET™ helps manage property damage
restoration and reconstruction jobs while saving time by sharing job information, reducing duplicate data entry,
and increasing productivity.
Restoration Manager.NET™ is a comprehensive cloud-based software tool for the restoration industry. From
your desktop or mobile device you can manage your jobs real-time, control schedules, monitor costs, and
communicate with your technicians and trade partners. RestorationManager.NET™ is rich with features, including:
• Company Performance Dashboards
• Task management
• Document and signature capture
• Correspondence tracking
• Equipment Management
• Full CRM for sales & marketing
• Integrations with 12 accounting systems
• And much more
RestorationManager.NET™ also delivers a wide variety of reports with multiple search and run options to give you
and your team the data you need to effectively manage your business.
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Try Xactimate Today!
800.424.9228 | sales@Xactware.com | Xactware.com
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